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STANDARD (75hp 3000 G/MIN)

Controllable Spout

Fits Std Safety Slat

The Redrock slurry pump has
gained a reputation for being
strong, Reliable and virtually
maintenance free across the range.
To improve mixing performance the
off-set nozzle allows the slurry to
be mixed in almost all directions,
For varying tank depths, the pump
can be adjusted by up to 9”
(300mm).
The three point linkage “quick
attach” allows easy implement
connection. No disconnection of
the PTO required when lowering
the pump into the tank.

Quick Attach Bar

Greater Output

Specification

Options

- Durable 5mm - - piping

- Available in sizes from
- 6’6”, 70”, 8’0”, 9’0” to
- 10’.0”.

- Quick release
- bar to ease
- implement attachment
- Safety grid with Height
- adjustment.

- Top fill or mix
- Slat Lifters

- Galvanised as std

- 90 degree bend c/w
- layflat hose

- Streamline Design

- 16’ fill pipe

- Fits into standard
- safety - man holes

Controllable Spout

Over and above the specification of the
original Redrock slurry pump, the super
flow mixes faster, agitates further and
increases productivity. This has been
achieved by pairing a larger ratio
gearbox with the steam line pipe
system, designed to reduce power loss
at all stages, therefore increasing
overall performance. With a top fill
option, an incremental diverter valve
enables precise management of the
slurry flow, allowing the user to agitate
and top fill simultaneously if required.
No disconnection of the PTO is required
when lowering the pump into the tank.

Top Fill Valve

Adjustable Top Link

Specification

Options

- Durable 5mm - - piping

- Available in sizes from
- 6’6”, 70”, 8’0”, 9’0” to
- 10’.0”.

- Quick release
- bar to ease
- implement attachment
- Safety grid with Height
- adjustment.

- Top fill or mix
- Slat Lifters

- Galvanised as std

- 90 degree bend c/w
- layflat hose

- Streamline Design

- 16’ fill pipe

- Fits into standard
- safety - man holes

SUPER FLOW (100hp 3600 G/MIN)

Safety Grid

STANDAR
MEGA
FLOW
D (75hp
(150hp
3000
4750
G/MIN)
G/MIN)

Larger Pipe Work

Top Fill Valve

The Mega flow pump was designed for
the large farm and contractor. The
Mega flow offers dramatic
improvements iTrails have shown that
the mega flow can halve the time taken
to mix a tank. With ever increasing
labour and fuel costs this pump will
save both time and money. Its ability to
drive and push slurry through its
powerful jetting system and 300 degree
nozzle rotation means tanks are mixed
with no or minimal movement of the
pump.
Due to our policy of continuous improvement Redrock
reserve the right to alter the specification displayed on this
brochure.

Quick Attach

Greater Output

Specification

Options

- 1000 RPM PTO Drive
- speed

- Available in sizes from
- 70”, 8’0”, 9’0” to 10’.0”.

- Quick release
- bar to ease
- implement attachment

- Top fill or mix

- Safety grid with Height
- adjustment.

- 90 degree bend c/w
- layflat hose

- Galvanised as std

- 16’ fill pipe

- Streamline Design
- Fits into standard
- safety - man holes

- Slat Lifters

